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INTRODUCTION 

The General Company for Vegetable Oils,  Jr. Iraq is 
the main companv for the manufacture of oils,  soaps,   determents 
and cosmetics. 

The Comnanv's  research works are mainly   concentrating on, 
the intention of continuous    developing and increasing the 
capacity of the different products,  and accordingly on the 
elimination of industrial problems,  which are mostly concerning 
the different  raw materials speciTications,   and  the adored 
methods,   including  the  technical formulations and  procedures 
of the different  industrializations. 

The purpose of the  1st mission,   which started   in Inarch 
1977 was  principally to assit the Company in the manufacture 
and the formulation of the synthetic  detergent powders,  and 
demonstrate  the efficiency of the recommended improvements 
respectively. 

The purpose of  the  2nd and the 3rd mission which 
started effectively in   December 1977,  was to follow-up the 
recommendations of  the 1st ones; where it was rather impossible 
to begin the  suggested industrial trials for the  production of 
the new proposed formulations on my presence,  because of the 
delay of importing the necessary recommended chemical 
ingredients.    Although the Company has already taken the 
necessary steps to carry out the industrial runs duely; 
putting  into consideration that there  is an intention for the 
exchange  of the recommended sodium perborate by the addition 
of   SOdium     per^arbonat,-',   which   i-a  naturally  far  to   b<^   iv   ummonded. 
especially for the production of higher qualities of deterpent 
powders with a moderate alkalinity, and nonsenstizing effects; 
an explanatory technical  report of such has been submitted. 

It was also suggested,  durine the  last missions to 
assist the Company in manufacturing,  and the formulation of 
toilet soaps,   laundrv soaps,  and cosmetics especially tooth 
paste,  shaving soan creams and hair shampoos. 

Moreover,  it was scheduled    within the last mission to 
propose the necessary improvements in the process,  equipment, 
and recipies for formulation of the different types of soap 
and cosmetics,  in addition of  supervising trial runs in the 
plants in order   to demonstrate the efficiency of the 
recommended improvements of such. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CONCLUSIONS 

*•     THE SYNTHETIC  LETEhOENT 10WLER 

A nummary was  stated  in the   1st  draft terminal report 
submitted   .n Kay 1977,   including  the  following  findings: 

Í1'   The Sulphonated  Materials   :     manufactured  in the different 
factories  are much darker in colour,   due  to partial charring 
of the organic   ingredients,  and  processing system of sulfonation. 

i2)   The  perfuming property of the existing manufactured  powders 
is  rather  low  in effect and stability.     The weak effect,   and 
inferior stability af aromatic   compounds  used,  are  cle^rlv 
period?0 eSpeciallv on the use  of such Products  after a storaeing 

3)  Ihe^bis^iirje_ÇcjQtent,   in the finished  product  is  variable- 
í rom one  product  to another,   it  ranpes from 7-13$. 

'^ Ihe, active  detergent matter,   is rather comparatively higher 
than most  of the up-to-date  international  products,   it ranees 
almostly between 20-33$,  and this  increase,  might cause the 
^n¡3:tizing  fof'lingü   to   some user's. 

II.     THE  SOAP MANUFACTURE 

(1)  The existing chqnical nrocpspinp- n*.i-hnH  adopted,   is the 
traditional open kettle svstem,   which  is actually,   economically 
unsuitable  for the  production of higher quality. 

{2l   Peiiyerv and Transportation, of the raw fattv materials   is 
not completely equalibrated with the annual increase of productivity 

The raw fatty materials,  are generally imported for the  different 
types of  products,  without any specified  stable,   scientific 
permanent,      technical formulations. 

O)   îhe following data is the existing •t.nraf<nt>  capaci 
raw fatty materials,   in the main factories. 

ty of  the 
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TABLE 1 

STORAOINO CA TAC IH OF THE FATTY MATERIAL AT 
THE TVö MAIN FACTORIES   

The Factory Number of  Tanks Tons 

El-Rashid  Factory 
El-Mamoon Factory 

5 
2 

46nn 
16 no 

(4) Treatments and purifications of the fatty materials are not 
a permenent job; depending almostly on the circumstances of the 
technical inspection of  such materials, 

(5) Specifications of   the sodium chloride,,     are   too much below 
the  standard,   it   is differently coloured,  and contains considerable 
amounts of mechanical deposits,  and higher percentages of 
magnesium and calcium impurities,   which effect colour and 
solubility of soap. 

(6) Toilet soap tablets are exposed to  cracking  defects 
The  laundry soap cakes,  in some  cases are defected by the 
appearance of cristalized powders on the dried surface. 

(7) The extent of glycerine recovery      of spentlves,  is too 
much below the  level of  its content,   respectively in the 
treated fatty matters. 

(8) The aromatic  Compoundsf  used for perfuming the toilet  soap, 
arm less stable,   therefore the Company increa»es  the dozes  up 
to 1.25$ instead of 0.Ö-1J6 normally. 

(9) Different  industrial productive departments,   the oil refimry 
and the  synthetic  deterrents are sharing with the soap sections, 
the  same preparatory tanks of the sodium hvdroxide solutions, 
which might  lead to  flactuation  in consumption of each. 
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(lfr)    Tollet and Laundry finishing,   cooling and drying processing 
treatments are running side to side  in one combined area,  and 
sometimes carbolic  soap types are  participating in  same,  which 
has a direct  effect  on the toilet  soap specifications. 

(11)     The annual  production of  soaps  in the three  main factories: 
during the year 1977 was:- 

- effective  production of toilet soap; 

- Scheduled        " " " » 

- Effective " »        Laundry      " 

- Scheduled   n n    "    '• 

- The total annual effective production of 
soaps; 

- The total annual scheduled production of 
soaps• 

12465 tons 

I560O " 

16150 " 

16370 » 

28615 

3IQ70 

These figures show the capability of  increasing" 
the productivity continuously. 

III.    COSMETICS:    The  vearly production of the  differnt types 
of cosmetics  is  nearly  500 tons. 

(1) Hair ShampoosT   are manufactured in two different  specifically 
nominated types. 

A      The  dry hair guality,  does not effectively contain the 
specified useful,   dry hair fatty additives. 

B.    The fatty hair type,  or the nominated anti  dandroff 
type  is processed under a  special formulation and  urder 
continued research trials. 

(2) Dental Creams,   two types of a promicing quality  are 
manufactured but they are not entirely different from each 
other.    Both tvpes nave a slight sticky texture and the colours 
are not sufficiently white. 



(3)   The Shaving Soap Creams   .  two tvpea of a ehile  shavinp creem 
are manufactured,   one  of  which   contains an effective skin coolinp 
substance ; 

- the  lather  nropert"  is   quite  normal,   unless   it   is   less 
dense  and  moderat lev  unstable. 

- the existing  formulations are   includinp  1% of  sodium 
silicate,   which  has   it:;   influence  on the   lathers'   dense. 

- the   useful  fattv  active  materials  are   not  supported  and 
equalibrated  by anv  improving  boosters,   therefore  the 
lather  became   thin   in  a  "painty"  shape  and   not  easily 
removed. 

(4)Testing  rnits   ,   the  cosmetic   preparatory  section,   is   not, 
equipped  with  the   needed   apparatus  and  scales  of   prior 
inspections  on  the   different   type  of  production.     Thus,   sometimes 
complete  finished   batches   have  to  be   reworked after  be i rip 
inspected  by the  general   control  laboratory. 

IV.     TRAINING: 

All  the  concerned  technical   staff,   in  the  different  productive 
departments have  not the   sufficient time to  have  a  look  in 
a  technical  review  cr a   reference;   especially  in the  soap 
manufacture where  thev cannot find sufficient useful  references 
in  addition to   their  complete  occupation  in different  supple- 
mentary administrative  works, 

Moreover the on^oin^ technologies refer mostly to the old 
industrial documentations and reviews of the factories before 
their national combination. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

^'lüfilimi,TIC  DETERGENT PO'.JDEhS:     Recommendations  were 
suggested on the  1st  draft terminal report as  follow: 

l1]     Technical and  Economical Formulations:     were  supc-ested 
based  on reducing the supplementary  increase  ci   the 
active  detergent  matter,   without  effecting  the  cleansinr 
properties  of  the  finished   products,   and   respectively 
eliminate the senstizing effects and  feelings,   with a 
considerable  decrease  in  the  cost  price. 

(2) Improvement for the   Stabilit- of  the  arom^t-ir 
Perfuming Properties   .   

(3) Adjust  the moisture  content,   which affects the  bulk 
density of   the  finished  product. 

Í,4'    T-he  Use of additional Percentage of soap  in  th« 
Formulation,  has different advantages: 

- regulates  viscosity and  results  a  more  stable 
densed foam. 

- isolate the   senstive skin of consumers   from the 
3enstizinc effects of the active  detersive materials 

- regulates  the  bulk densità c.f  the  finished 
products , 

( 5)     The   Use, of Sodium  Perborate.  Moderately: 
improves   the  colourinr of the washable materials,  and 
ensure the use of  powders   in cool water -      V). 

(6) External ar.d  internal  trainine of  the  technical 
staff personnel,  was essentially recoi mended. 

N.B.     Two of  the responsibles chemical engineers 
have already assisted and terminated  technical trsininp 
courses  in Italy,  as previously recommended and supported 
by the UNIDO Industrial Operation Division on May 1977. 

(7) The possibility of developing the sulfonation system, 
^'î0? ìhe P3^1*1 charring of the sulfonated material, 
which influence the colour of the final product. 
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11.       THh SOAP MANUFACTURE 

(1) The  Chemical Processing System 

Soaps are  actually manufactured chemicallv bv the 
oepn kettles  traditional method,   which is  unsuitably used 
for such a semi-large nroduction.    The mechanical continuous 
chemical manufacturing system  is   technically and  economically 
recommended. 

(2) Delivery and Transportation of Fatty Materials 

Should  be  reorganized on an effective  permanent scientific 
fat formulation with continuous  separation of the  contaminated 
water. 

(3) The  existing Storage Capacity of Fattv Materials; 

Should  be reviewed and  organized to suit the successive 
annual  incraase of production and grading of the  different fatty 
materials based on the  suggested scientific  formulations. 

(4) Sodium Chloride Solutions.: 

Should  he purified  before use to evitate spoiling the 
colours  of the  previous  bleached fatty materials. 

(5) Cracking of Toilet ScaP Tablets; 
Refers  to several  chemical and physical reasons which 

could be  technically eliminated,  bv a perfect chcinical control 
and/or the addition of texture's imnrovinp mater:- -î

1
 3. 

(6) The    Laundry Soap.   Defects: 

Appearance of cristalized powders,  could  be evitated bv 
the addition of semi-neutral sodium silicate to the basic neat 
soaps. 

(7) Perfuming Toilet Soap. 

Should depend on the  use of selected stable aualities of 
the aromatic  compounds;  meanwhile useful fixing additives 
are technically and economically recommended. 
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(Ö)       Sodium Hydroxide 

Solutions for the   soap industry,  should be prepared 
independently from the other  industrial sections. 

(9) Toilet  SC.TIP.   finishing,   cooling,   drying  .etc. 

up to  casing treatments  should be completed  independently 
separate  from the other processing  laundry finishing area. 

(10) The  annual_pi2d_uction of soaps  is  continuous!"  in  increase: 
the  effective production on 1977 did not  reach the scheduled 

programme of  production,   inspite thjt the efficiency and 
capacity of equipment are sufficiently helpful.     It  is  recormended 
to evitate  technical delays by the  use of the  daily logsheet, 
contro lin?  svstem. 

III.    COSMETICS:     The following recommendations,   are concerning 
the different development,   suggested for the three cosmetic  tvnes: 

(D       Hair  Shampoos;    formulations  should  include the  correspondent 
useful ingrédients,  conforming with the advertizing nominations. 

(2) Dental Creams:  formulations  should be developed  suitable 
additives to  existing formulations  are needed to  improve  the 
capability effect,  of quick removal   of sticky deposits  after use. 

(3) Shaving Soap Creams:   addif one lly to the basic  existing 
formulation,   useful lather booster stabilizer and condensing 
materials should fee added and equaliberated with the active matter 
of the fatty salts.    Moreover the addition of sodium silicate 
should be eliminated. 

U)     Inspecting apparatus and equipment :  the cosmetic  preparatory 
Section should be supplied and equipped with suitable  pilot 
plants,   inspecting ouality control units, and waiting vessels. 

(5)      Raw Mfterlalfl; for the cosmetic  preparations all the  liouid 
raw materials should be stored in stainless steel containers. 
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IV. TRAINILO OF PER.,gfNEL8 abroad training is essentially needed for 
the technical staff ;-h mor. than •,. year, -x^r,..,:-,. r^nmr should 
1,1   "l'1      l  iM';i'l    im   t' -hnici]   industria]   .'ourses. 

Training should be maintained  for at  least two graduate  technicians 
of  the existing working staff in each principle section.    Local tn i  rn« 
should  include  the  second line of  tpohr.icians and staff   >f F,r,.rr,am-.     Rx-han^ 
of  technology for the staff of formans  r-,u, r. d  l.y a rup. 1 oritur,   t^hn1Caï 
'••••...n.n,: .v   M><   Kf^rt;..,  dalt  and   ;jod-t   Co.,   ¡n  Mandria. 

CHAPTER    I 

"FOLLOW IP".  THE RECOtJffiNDATICiiS OF THE PREVIOUS MISSION, 

(SYNTHETIC DETERGENT FORMULATI OU) 

The existing production of synthetic detergent powders  is still running, 
without the  further recommended changes  in the main normal formulations: 
as  previously suggested in the draft  terminal report on May 1977. 

The reason of delayinC the execution of the recommended new formulation 
is due to obligatory delays for the import and transfer of the needed 
chemicals. 

te, The Company has the  intention to exchange the suggested sodium perbor 
as an active whitening material,  by the addition of sodium    percarbona*.- 
auch changes, and  their probable effects of increasing the PH,   (ALKALII ITY) 
in  the final product was cleared to the responsibles,  especially the probable 
increase of senstizing feelings, 

In concern of fulfilling better controlling of the moisture content in 
the  final product,  it io still a matter of mechanical study for the 
•qualibration of moisture in the raw material with same in the final product. 

From the    ther hand, the use of automatic, moisture controller« was 
recommended,  for an accurate moisture control. 

In reference to the previous recommendation« in concern of personnel 
training, which was approved by UNIDO Industrial Operation Division, two of 
the senior technical staff have alrsady assisted training courses in Italy 
in the field of synthetic detergent industrialisation. 
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Perfuming the final product, and sug/estions concerning the essential 
need for increasing the fixation range of the aromatic compounds used, 
taking into consideration that ditergînt powders are mostly used at 
different tempraturee, are still under investigation for the selection of 
the suitable type amongst the different international types already offered 
under hands. 

CHAPTER II 

EVALUATION OF THE SO/.P, PRODUCTIVITY , 
(iti TUE DlWHÜäN'f FACTORIES) 

(1) THE EXISTING, PRODUCTION CAPACITY, 

The main factories for the production of soaps, are, EL RASHID, 
EL KAMOOIi, and FL AMIN, factories which are all situated in the city of 
BAGHDAD. 

The productivity of the differnt soap types in the three factories 
during the year 19771 is submitted in the following table 2. 

TABLE 2. 

SOAP PRODUCTION, IN THE THREE MAIN FACTORIES ON 1977 

FACTORY TOILET SOPA 
TONS 

LAUNDRY SOAP 
TONS 

EL RASHID 

EL MAMOGH 

EL AMIN 

1+3^ 

3309 

7926 

7li*o 

108*» 

THE TOTAL EFFECTIVE 
PRODUCTION 

THE TOTAL SCHEDULED 
PRODUCTION 

12465 

I56OO 

BS«9 

16150 

I6370 
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CONCLUSION: 

From the upnoted figurée we notice that the total effective «maral 

•a^rïo/ï 'SoVf 28615 t0n8' Md the 8oh^«d irSS^ on fHS 

SSSS33* —• -arsisi ar°< - 
fallií/r¿?CtíVÍtT °',,oaP« in «eneral is *1»VB in increase, and the 
following table No.  3,  shows the production of soaps durin* the five 
successive years, 1975/19?8. g   ne rive 

YEAR TOILET SOAP 

1975 effective production   |   9603 tons 

1976 effective production   ( I2385   »' 

1977 •• n 

1978 scheduled production 

SMSCBUCSKc—J; 

12'f65   '» 

15000   " 

sar"BMWBa;c3B3ss: 

LAUNDRY SOAP 

9637 tons 

I5520 » 

16150 •• 

I8OOO » 

TOTAL PRODUCTION 

192**0 tons 

27905 » 

28615 " 

33000 "     , 

of .0^°7-
t^iigUre81

,'#?ti?ßed in Table 4« w# notic« that th. productivity 
•oa^T•! ^ï;^'1^ *» urease annually, especially the toilet 
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TABLE  li 

THE INCREASE OF THE SOAP PRODUCTION FROM 

1975 TO I978 

YEAR 
TOTAL PRODUCTION 

TONS 

INCREASE IN COMPARISON OF 
BA£ICf FRODUCTION, 1975 OBSERVATIONS 

TONS % 

1975 192<+0 . Effective 

1976 27905 8665 «•5 
production 

- do - 

1977 28615 9375 W.7 - do - 

1978 33000 13760 71.5 scheduled 
production. 

Conelusions: • 

We clearly recognise that the annual increase in productivity of the 
different types of soaps;   especially the continuous elevation in the toilet 
soap production, which is considerably depending on the treatment of fatty 
materials glycerjdes,  leads to recommend setfcusHjr the development  of the 
existing chemical processing method, actually running in the open kettles to 
an automatic continuous system, which improvee the properties of the product 
beside« the high economically glycerin recovered and the negligable losses 
in the treated raw materials. 
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2.      EQUIPMENT OF THE CHEMICAL PROEESSING bYSTEM 

The Company is 6till using,   in all the factories  ,  the traditional 
open kettles  system for the soaponification and treatment  of  fatty materials. 

The  following listed,   different equipment are  the main company's 
means for the  industrialization of soap: 

A.    EL MAMOON SOAP FACTORY 

The  pan room contains,   ten open kettles oi   the different  cpacitie6: 

1) The Chemical Processing (Saponifying) units;  are ten soap kettles: 

- k kettle of the different opacities,   '+6/^7/^6/5^  ton respectively 
- k        » "      »      " " 38/i+5A6/5J+    " " 
_     2        "          "      "       "                 "                 2'+/'+9                 " " 

The montly total production of these units is about  350 tons of 
toilet soap types and 800 tons of  the laundry types. 

2) Spent lye tanks: 

2    tanks of 100 tons each. 

3) Bleaching Units 

1 autoclave of 13 tons capacity 

k)    Storage tanks 

- 2 tanks of 22 - 26 tons waiting neat soap 
- 1 tank of 33 tons, waiting fat charge 
- 1    tank of 600 tone external fat container. 

5)    Sodium hydroxide tanks 

- 1 tank of 39 ton« capacity. 

B.    EL RASHID SOAP FHCTOBY 

1)    Th> Chemical Processing (Saponigying) unit»; are Ik soap kettles: 

- 3 kettles of 40 tons 
- 3     »        <•   35     «• 
- if     »• »   18     " 
- k     "        »   12     » 

Ths monthly total product io» of these units is round <»50 tons of 
toilet soap types and 800, tons of the laundry soap types. 



2) 1  complete  unit  of  glycerine recovery  from spent   lyes, 
of  a  lover  capacity  of f.lycerii,"  at   the  Rashid   F;ctory 

3) Ble.-fhing Unitt- 

1  autoclave   of   .¿.5 tons  capacity. 

'0     Fat   Storage  Tanks;   the main  company':"   station   for   receiving -md 
sotrugmg fatty  materials  is* situ.ted  at   thi..   factories  und  supported 
by  connections  for direct supplies of   f   tty nvttern  to  the soap Sectio:,. 

5)     Soüiuir. Hydroxide     Tanks;   this  feechm;  tank   is  p rticipated  in 
betweo:.   the  refinary  and  '¡^>n^nt   sections. 

3•    THE CfflilC,.L PKOCEo^ING METIIODú;   (SAPONIFIA.TIP! ) 

.T^_^xis^ing__ogeri kettle system:     ie the  one used for  the saponification 
and treatments of the  fatty  raw materials.    This traditional method has so 
many disadvantages, amongst  of them the following: 

1) the Tremendous Losses;  in the recovery of glycerine as a 
lye   product,   besides  its lower concentrâtior   in the  spent  lyes; 
which costs  much more in treatment,   and evaporation. 

2) The Processed Kettle'ü Soa;   .-uanty;   i •   nuch  inferior which is ¡   nt ly 
contaminated  with Tifferent" porti• " ot   mineral  impurities. 

3) Less  in uniformity;   with cha:.?;eable  contents of electrolytes 
(free alit&l i   and'r-ilt), an    un/.uponif iables;     which  factors  lead 
always to differ. r<   defedte;   such -IG  cracking and  deformations of 
the  finished  soap tabletr.. 

u- )    Mostly, bleaching chemicals are recommended,   for  improving 
the  colour of the kettles neat soap,   despite the previous 
bleaching treatments of the  fatty mat;rials. 

5) The Fatty acid content in the settled neat soap,   is variable 
from a batch to another, depending mostly on the  entangled 
electrolytes  in the liquid neat soap. 

6) The aocurate  final settlement, after the fitting operation,  depends 
on severe1 factors;  such as seasons variable temperatures,  tight 
adjustments of the pan's connections and the extent of reprocessed 
defective treatments. 



7) Hi^i^o8se6_in_the chemicals,  ar.d the treated fatty matterà 

8) re°cu^^aCCUrau  "T"ific4¿2Ei. fine Clear ••ttlem.nts, and higher 
írLCní«       H

1
  

hÌgh1^ C*nceïï^d  glycerine spent  lyes;  repeated 
Îonger^riïïs.8eVeral WaShÍng8 8hOUld be d0ne in * --Idera^ly 

9) Higher Co6tin6B in;  labour,  steam,  power, and materials 

10)    fîÎdTÎf^ÎT^6 ÄS^ÄÜAaaC.-££*££'  needed for  the pan room 
¿it lì ?t    proc'BBin& system Ts much bigger if compared with 
same of  the  continuous automatic processing system,  of  the same capacity. 

N.B.    All these  items were negociated and explained in figures duely. 

(M     The^heaical Processing Systems; ^p^  ..,,. arw needed. 

A*     ,JHE 0PEN KETTW, SYSTEM, needed equipment 

- three kettles of 20m2 surface area,  and corresponding volume of    55 m
3 

- The manufacture  capacity of each kettle,  of nea t soap is 2k tons 

- The occupying period lor processing and settling down is 5 daye 

Thus the  corresponding total production of tre thr«« ^ti^j^ 
5 days is. 72 tone 

B.     The jdaily_ production of a mechanical continuous system 
t? tons7hour):  .."TTT     72 toi 

THE MONTHLY PHOOUCTIGM,  FOB BOTH OF THE SYSTEMS IS 2160 » 

THE NUMBER OF OPEN KETTLES «am ¡TOP 7? ton8 ^ ^^  .,.     ~ 

C    The assisting spent lyes, receiving tanks; naturally number of tanks 
are only needec   for the open kettle system,  for conii^us deliveries 

îSiSsrssîitreatnent-The number °f **> d^ « ^ 
- 50 tons of fatty glycerides are generally needed for the 

manufacture of ?2 tons (neat soap) 

- The theoritical content of glycerine in the treated «lyc^ride« 
is around 5 tone 

LT.«*; ;rnt 1K:5r"s:,i,",1, r"o*"'bi'»• ••<* » •«• 
Ti. nuater sr r.e.i»ii.e .¿nt ljr« tm*. «r« r..p.ctlv.l, 1, . 
N.B.    . .p.« 1,. t«* 1. ,f 20 „J volun., «urf JLd 7? .upf«. „M. 

tons 



G0HCL06I0NS 

1. The total monthly production of neat  eoap by the open 
kettle system is 2l60 tone 

2. The total monthly  glyceridea required,   correspondingly 
are around I50O tona 

3. The glycerine  spent   lyes, monthly  obtainable at a concentration 
of 7% are      21¿+5 tons. 

k.     Number of chemical   processing open kettles  of 55 n? each 
needed is        I5 

5. Number of glycerine   ¿pent  lyes receiving tanks of 20 nr5 

each is 20 

6. Number of fatty materials waiting tanks of 25 tons,  each is       2 

7. Number of neat  soap,  waiting tanks of 30 tons each is      2. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

Q. 

The Floor Space Areas,  required for both  chemical _pr_oceE a inj^ systems 

-    For the Open Kettles System:     the required floor area for the  15 open 
kettles, pan room,   is around 825 nf,   including all the upmentioned 
needed unite with the additionally sufficient space for easy 
manipulation and transportation. 

The Ceiling heights:     required íor 1   double floor area,  for the 
traditional, chemical processing    pen kettles í 
respectively. 

system are      7 m - Ik n 

The required floor area of  the mechanical containuoua chemical processing 
system is^50 m2. 6 

The  ceiling heights of the continuous system is 6-10.5 m respectively. 

NjJU    The continuous systems,  unit is of a 3 tonsAour capacity, corresponding 
to 2160 tons of neat soap monthly. 

The unit includes identically all the necessary arrangements for 
glycerine ipent lye« circulations etc. 



CONCLUSIONS :    Comparative eonslusions of the needed  floor area for both 
the  traditional  open kettle, and continuous chemical 
processing système are Bhown in Table   r. 

TABLE 5 

THE COMPARATIVELY NELPED FLOCK AREA FUR BOTH THE OPEN KETTLE 

AND THE MECHA.ilC.L COKTINUOUS filSTEHS 

COMPARATIVE ITEMS 

- Daily Production 

- Monthly Production 

- Number of Proceesing Kettles 

i 

- Surface area of a processing 
soap kettle 

- Number of the additional 
circulating receiving tanks 

- Surface area of an additional 
tank. 

- Ceiling heights 

She total needed area 

TRADITIONAL 
OPEN KETTLE £YSTEK 

MECHANICAL 
CONTINUOUS SYSTEM 

72 tons 

2l60 tons 

15,- 

20 m2 

20 

7mc 

7-1A m 

825 m2 

72 tons 

2160 tons 

included 

6-10,5 m 

450 m2 

W*B-    Area for easy manipulation, circulation, transportation and installing 
of the other assisting equipment is included for both systems. 



4.     Efl lili TIENT Fr h  THE  FINISHING TREATMENTS 

(Jooling,   drying,   cuttxng,   stamping  etc,   up to casing) 

The  company  owns  several mechanical     continuous cooling  and 
drying  under vacum  units,   originally different. 

The  output  of  these  units  is  differently  distinguish 
,heir tttal  capacity  exceeds   50000tons yearly  of  the finished 

Most  of  the   units  at  Ll-Mamoon Soap  Section are working 
side  to  side   in one  combined  area  for the  production of  both 
toilet  and   laundrv  eoap  types. 

The  output  of most  of   the  units,  especially at El-Mamoon 
Soap Factory  is  not   conforming  to  regular feeding' svstam;   the 
matter of which,   the production lines have  to  be  cut for' 
different  unrerular  periods;   therefore,  suma   of   the superdried 
nodles  of   scap and   powders are   contaminated   into  the processed 
finished  soap tablets,   and  liable  to cracking   defects. 

From  the  other  hand,   the   disadvantages   of   processinr end 
finishing the  toilet  and  laundry soap types   in a  unified area 
are  several;   amonpst  of them,   the noticable   humid surfaces  of 
both products,   due  to  the exchange of hygrosccpicitv, especia "»V. 
recognized  at  the wrapping and  casinc stares. 

Moreover  the  soap psrfuminr properties   are  comparatively- 
inferior, 

Noticable quantities of the  processed  finished,  perfumed 
scrapped  toilet  soap have to  be reworked,  and   liable to a total 
loss of the improving additives,   especaially  the  aromatic 
compounds.    The toilet soap scrabs are generally results  of the 
irregularity of the    continuous feedings,  previously noted. 

The  soap   nodles are tran ported and fed   in a normal 
coonveying system,   such a system leads to the   contamination 
of superdried soap powders,  with the normal  dried   nodles. 

Regularity of periodic,   selos cleaning   is recommended 
to evitate such superdrying contaminations. 
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N.B.    A separate technical lectural  report for such a matter 

SÎ^HT^V^Î
1
 
thS cerned technical sîaîfj Sd 

edited in the Arabic language at the  recuest of the 
company; where the following recommendations were suggested 



N.B. 

The  suitable  suggested gumming materials for evitatine 
such a cracking fenomena are: 

-    sodium alrrinate,   cetyl alcohol,   arar,   apar 
a  balanced mixture of  petroleuim   1elly and   ' 
stearic  acii,   in the   presence of   additional 
separate   portions  of  neutral  sodium silicate 

and  magnesium  sulphate. 

following   important facts  should be   notified: 

The addition  of sodium silicate  and  magnesium 
sulphate  solutions should  he cautiously added 
separately,   indépendante;   one  of  each  on the 
cruchinr-  liquii fase   (on the neat  soap)   and the 
other should  be added  on the amalgamated  dried soac 
noddles  after  being dissolved entirely  into the 
liquic1  additives,  such as  colouring materials 
or  so.       Such  precautions evitate   larply «-he 
contamination  of abrasive  deposits  of magnesium 
silicates components  as clearly shown  in the  following 
chemical  equation;  and the  experimental addition 
test iollowed. 

Na + MgSO    = Ifc.-viO 
4 

+ Na^JO, 

122  gms   +    120    gm    =    100 gms   (DEPOSITS)   + 142 gms 

*****      í",an inspection test made on a sample of toilet soap 
sodlt JueStrrV1*U3U tr?ated by the edition of  neutral P 

nn t^ IìÌ;\A     ' ,and  maPnefiura sulphate solutions  both added 
on the  liquid neat   soap,  the following results  were obtained: 

alcohol  insolubles 
Water insolubles 

I.84O    % 
1.054 % 

B. 
effect 
price 

nn  thB     *!?Üi 9^UiJ?n  P*yuf"lne materia^  ha «  also  a   direct 
°u the stability of  perfuming,  and respectively on the cost orice 

perfuming property:   in the  contrary much more stability^! 
perfume is effectively obtained. v ° 

The addition of  antioxidents and sequestering arents    ar* 
recommended for the preservation and protection of de^eñoíaUoS 
and discoloration of  the high cosmetic soap grades. 



2 '. 

The existing   laundry soap t-YP?? 

The laundry neat soap; cooline: and drying processing 
methods are the some used for toilet soap unless different 
in  the   processing, and   the  soap drying  px-ocedure. 

The   laundry neat   soap  properties  depend  mostly on  its 
contents  of  electrolytes  which   refer always   to   the   entangled 
lve;   this  could   he  checked   chemically before  cruchinp 
treatments. 

The   phenomena,   of  the   cristalized   soap powders, 
appeared  on the  outer  surface  of  the   laundry soap cakes 
or  bars   is  naturally due  to   physical  changes,   especially 
to   the  exchange  of  moisture   with  the  surrounding humid 
area. 

Such a  phenomena  is   well   known in the old  technology of 
soap makin? especially it  does not occur permenently and 
it  happens only in the  supernumid period and  different   seasons. 

To eliminate the appearance of  such phenomena,   the 
following facts are  notified: 

1. The  free alkalinity in tha  neat  soap,   which  is  readv 
for  cruchinp  should  be   0.15   -  0.20 % N    OH. 

a 
2. The  Nacl  (solt content)   in the  neat  soap should 

not  exceed 0.6%. 

3. The addition  of   2% of the  Semi Neutral Silicate 
(lNa20  :     2.4 Si02)   to  the   laundry neat  soap should be  
governed by:- 

A. The alkalinity of the  neat  soap,   should not he 
less th^n 0.15-0.20 Na0K soap. 

B. Should net contain any traces  of the  entanpled 
lye, 

4. In case of a lower alkalinity in the  cruchid  neat 
soap,  before the addition of the  sodium silicate,   therefore 
the  eguivalent addition of sodium hydroxide  is necessary 
equalibrated and  then followed by cruching      in the  sodium 
silicate. 

Ì8 l511r^slïatLîAS"ec"Uï^C-CfoU•«ïf°"fofh|eP-UÎÎryi'MP 
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1. The  IMS value of a fat  which  is  the  diffeience  between its 
saponification value and  its   iodine number. 

2. The H.N number of a fat. is the hardness number resoectivelv 
specified  in the  manufactured  soap of the same fat. 
3. The  titre of a fat  is   th«   solidifying degree of  the  fattv 
acid of a  specified  fat. 
4. By the use of   titres  relation to  the   I.N.O.   value  of the 
same  fat,   the N.N',   number of   the  seme fat has  become according y 
successfully a fact  for the  formulation of the  different   fat 
chargea. 
5. The*>palmitic  and  stearic   acids balance,   ratio  in a fat 
charge  has  its direct effect   on  the foam and hardness 
properties  in addition to the  hydroloysis  effects  of the  final 
soap  product. 

f •b '. The scientific technical formulation of a specified product 
is a suitable base for the reworked soap, scrabs as blended fattv 
components. 

!LLBJL_ An explanatorv technical  report has  already been edited  in 
the  arable  language  at the reouest of  the   Companv. 

6. Permenent scientific  FAT  CIAKOh r'ORKULATIONS are  recoinremed 

xt  has been recomended  that the  company should start 
investigating the  availability of local fattv materials  such 
as  soap  stock, acid oils residual of the  vegetable  oils  refining 
and  any other distilled fattv materials,   which could  be   proposed 
in addition to the  other acid  oils of palm oil, and  other grades 
of grease tallow for the formulation of a  permenent fat charge 
lor the production of  laundry soap types. 

The respective hardness  number (HN)  of a toilet fat charge 
should not be below 300 degrees,  and that of the  laundry soap 
types  should not be  below 263   degrees when the fat uhar&e does 
not contain coconut oil 

In conclusion,   the following facts are to be  notified: 

1. A permenet fattv formulation for the production of a toilet 
soap type based on a respective hardness figure not below 
300 degrees and another for the production of washing laundrv 
types,  should be prepared not below 263 degrees. 

2. The company's policy for  importing fatty materials  should 
study *irst the availability of the maximum utilization of 
the company's fatty residuals and the other local supplies 
of acid oils. 

3. Soap scrabs which are lower in purity can be fcetreated 
as a component of fatty material for the production of 
laundry grades their fatty contents should be respectively 
deducted from the originalst aharge. 

4. Coloured fatty residuals oils and soap stock are 
preferably distilled and possibly saponified by the use of 
sodium carbonate. 
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CHAPTER IT 

The Fatty Raw Materiale 

(1)    Receiving and Storaging 

The Company depends mostly  on the importation of the needed raw 
fatty materials,  for the industrialization of the different types of 
soap;  most  of these materials reach    Basrah harbours where a  located 
receiving station already Equipped with the convenient number  of receiving 
tanks are available  for storaging the different  qualities of fatty 
materials,  until a convoy    of rivera steamers are ready to transfer 
them to the  factory's receiving station at El-Rashid Factory,  Baghdad. 

A special technical report  in this respect has already been submitted 
and edited in the Arabic Language at the request of the Company. 

In the following Table 6  A register showing the existing receiving 
containers of fatty materials. 

Table 6 

El-Maaoon 

; No.  of         i   Capacity    j    No.  of 
i —i.kj—    ,       4.         ! additional 

tanks Factory |      tanks 
bUIlD 

i 

El-Rashid 
j 

1         1 
1 

|       M        ii ¡         1 1000 

'       n        H ¡    i 850        | 

1 

1 

I     850 

600 

Fatty 
materinl 

Tallow 

—4- 

Ooconut Oi!. 

Tallow 
! 

Conclusion:    The General, fatty «atarlai storaging capacity 

El-Raahid 5 <f600 tons 

El-Maaoon 2 1600    " 

à 



STUDY CT! THE FATTY KATKKIALó,  STÜRAQING CAPACITY,  FOR THE DIFFERENT COKP 

FnCTORIES,   IN RESPECT OF THE INDUSTRIALIZATIONS REGULARËTTY  

A   separate report  on the study  of storaginG and  transportation of the 
raw materials,  has already been submitted at  the request   of the company. 

The  study was done;   based on the  figures of the  production of the 
different  types of soap in  the three  so. p factories,  on the year 1977. 
(Ref.   Table ho.  1);  and  the   following  facts are  notified:- 

A.        Toilet Soap Types 

1)    El-Rashid Soap Factory 

- The total annual soap production 
- The total corresponding fatty niatt«ra. 

- Tallow 
- Coconut oil 

3120 tons 
780 tons 

2)     El-Mamoon Soap Factory 

The total annual soap production 
The total corresponding fatty mattere 

- Tallow 
- Coconut Oil 

2400 tons 
6OO tons 

k}kk  tone 
3S"30 tons 

3309 tons 
3000 tone 

The total annual fatty materials which are needed for 
the production of toilet soap in the two main factories are 

- Fancy tallow 
- Coconut Oil 

5520 tone 
1380 tona. 

B. Laundry Soap Types 

1) El-Raahid Soap Factory 

- The total annual soap production 
- The *otal corresponding fatty materials 

Tallow and/or palmoil    kyx) tons 
aeid oil and/or soap stocks 1125 tons. 

7826 tons 
5625 tons 
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2) El-Mamoon Soap Factory 

- The total annual production 71/40 tono 
- The total corresponding fatty Materials        500O tona 

- Tallow and/or palmoil     ¿tOOO tona 
- arid oil and/or eoap stock 1000 tons. 

We recognise cl«arly the following facts: 

(1)  the existing receiving tanks are of a capacity of 6200 tons 
fite of '•oOO tons totally are situated at El-Raahid 
factory and two of I6OO tone totally are situated at 
El-Mamoon Factory. 

<2) The needed sotraging capacity for six months production is:- 

- Tallow and/or palmoil ¿^50 tons 
- acid oil and/or soap stooks 1150 tons 

(3) The total annual fatty materials needed for the 
production of laundry soap in the two main factories are: 

- Tallow and/or palm oil 8500 tona 
- acid oil and/or soap stocks 2225 tons 

N,B» In ca8e of th« production of a highly specified cosmetic toilet 
soap grade of 2000 tone yearly, for which special extra fancy tallow 
and mostly coconut oil are needed and the-storaging capacity should be 
as follow :- 

Fancy TaUow; Bulk Storaging 4000 tons 
Extra Fancy Tallow; Drum's storaging 14U0 ton«. 
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Oonrlnsiuiie:     TABLli   7 

TABLE   ? 

CONCLUSIVE GENERAL POLICY FOR STORAQINQ THE IAW FATTY MATERIALS 
FOR SIX MONTHS' PRODOCTION 

FATTY MATERIAL 

FOR 6 TANKS NEEDED FOR 
MONTHS PRODUCE MONTHS PRODUCTION 

TTrN 
TONS 

EXTRA FANCY TALLOW 720 

FANCY TALLOW (TOILET GRADE)   j 40Ö0 

| FANCY TALLOW (LAUNLRY GRJ)E) ,     *»250 
AND/OR PALM OIL 

tCOCONUT OIL ! 1330 
; I 

ACE) OIL AND/OR SOAP STOCKS . 1150 

Number •   Capacity 
OBSERVhTIOIIS 

2 ¿tOO 

4 

1 

2 

3«0 kg 

1000 tons 

850 " 

850 •' 

600 » 

Drums 

TANKS 

TAITiS 

THNIU) AND/ 
OR DRUMS O*' 
500 KG livC".. 

AND/OR BKP^LES 
OF 200 KG BACK 

H»B These studies were done comparatively to the 1977 effective year of 
production and in regard of the developing elevation of production in the 
eoaing five years, a suggested increase of 10* should be added to the estimated 
figures of the general policy of production and storaging oapacity of the 
fatty raw materials. 
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2. TREATMENT HND PURIFICATION QF THE FATTY MATERIALS 

Most  of the  imported fatty materials especially tallow are  in need 
of considerable  treatments and purifications. 

A technical separate report in this connection was edited in Arabic 
language during the lecturing training programme, and submitted at the 
request of the company from which the following abstracts are summarised: 

The problems of purification of the different grades of tallow fat, ar>. 
generally due to the contaminated colouring matters and the unpleasant fatty 
odour,  which is basicaly a result of the "BACTiSRIUM PUTRIFICUS", activities 
during the storaging and deterioration. 

In regard of freeing the fatty material from the unpleasant odour, the 
following processing system was suggested, and gave promising results after 
the experimental industrial trials: 

1.    Heating the fat in an open kettle to 100 - 110 C 
agitating direct steam. 

2. 

by the use of 

Addition of 10# by weight of a clear concentrated purified brine 
solution of 23-2^ Be   , while heating and vigerously agitated by the 
direct «team. 

3.    After a continuous heating and agitation for at least 60 minutes,  it 
should be kept for cooling «ad accurate dequentation for at least 
3 hours; after which the exhausted brine solutions should be 
drawn away, which is of a concentration   of 12 Be' minimum, to 
seoure emulaification problema.    To evitate suoh a problem, 
clear dry aalt should be added in a sufficient quantity before the 
end of the heating process. 

k.   The treated fatty material is preferably tranefered for immediate 
bleaching treatment preferable by the use of a hydrochloric 
acid'a activiated earth which prevents partial charring of any 
residuala of organic albumines; traces to be found in the 
aalted fat. 

N.B.    The pre;iration of a pure brine solution is essential where normal 
aalta are purified from colouring deposits, magnesium and caloium 
contaminated compounds.    Suitable additions of eouium carbonate or sodium 
hydroxide la suggested. 

The rest of contaminated fatty odour after treatment ie the natural 
fatty amell which ie easily removed by the other successive treatment; 
bleaching, saponification soap drying and perfuming. 

Losses in suoh a fat treatment is negligable if it is c copar od by sane 
of the other chemical refining and autoclave deodaring treatments which are   . 
too muoh coaty.    This waa confirmed by the experimental runs made on 
refining, bleaching and autoclave deodaring at 1<*0C° which gave mostly 
reversed colours and high costa at El-Mamoon and Bl-Raahid Bleaching and 
Deodorising Sections. 



Conclusion: 

The Company's policy of importing hip;h qualities of fancy tallow should 
be based on the correct international specifications of the different grades, 
where extra fancy tallow should be forwarded in special drumo,containers, 
frd never in a bulky transportation. 

N.Ü. 
been submitted. 

n  international  list  of the  different tallow specifications,  has already 

CHAPfZK V. 

THE fECHNIC.vL MODERN METHODS FOR THE ST.tND*aDIZ:>TION Of' A SG„P 

PICTURE IN RESPECT OfThË F7TTY~MHTERL,LS .   ¿HEKICnL ,W~ ~ 
PHYSICAL SPLCIFICTÍÜÑL 

The up noteu  subject  was  introduced in a separate  technical report 
during the lectural  courses and edited  in „rabie at  the  request  of  the 
company from which  the  following subjects wore abstracted ana  thoroughly 
explained and négocia Ud with the concerned technical staff at   the factory's 
work centres. 

1. 

2. 

Thgjghyaical texture's specifications of the soap product in 
respec-, of its coxour, odour, and softness, which are most 
important to consumers. 

Thejghvsical technical properties _of_ the soap product, in concern 
of its .vnrdnese, foam properties"and stability detergoncy and 
cleansir.K power; sue!, properties are also mostly of the consur,-vs 
attracti/eo. 

3* lh£ £h£n>-¿^Boop specifications, especially the completion of 
saponification, fatty acid content in relation with the contarin.it d 
electrolytes, add the chemical specifications of the treated fatty 
materials, whioh are all naturally the intorest of producere. 

t*.    The palmitic and atear.c acids balance, in the final soap product, 
which ia the main kee for the detergency power. 

5. The technical me-.hod of the formulation of a aoap. fat charge in 
respect of the cUmica'l specifications of ihe fatty materials. 
After a study of k,he intimate relation in between the saponification 
value, iodine number, and the titre of the «at charge, it became 
much easUr to formulate a basic specified respective hardness 
number to it. Therefore a typical specified soap quality is 
obtainable considerably. 



CIL. I YES VI. 

TH2 GLYCERINE RKCOVEBY F.iCH SPENT J^YKS 

(1)  The Concentration of Glycerine in the Spent Lyes 

The concentration of glyceric- in the» spout lyes and the efficiency 
of requperation in regard of its theoritical content in >h>*   trpatod glyc«ridec 

depend on several teclinicijl factors. 

The different purely neutral fatty glycerides contain variably 10-13/& 
by weight of glycerine. 

In the production of toilet soap type tallow and cocnut oi? are mainly 
the fntty glycerides used, meanwhile in the production of laundry soap 
quality; generally a mixturo of fatty glyerides and different acid oil are 
used. 

The existing method of glycerine recovery does not actually relay to 
fixed limits of requperation. 

The general amount of glycerine annually recovered did not exceed 
!<>> of the theoritical content in the treated fatty glyceridos. 

The exietii.g aa pernii ? ci t. ion syf vin.Ci: traditional open kettle 
one.;,   and   the direr'   '.et  stem.,  is   the  only   ; .»ans  of  heati- 'Z  in the  open kettles. 

The  main proble.ns  for  ..•  modcrr.^e r.-e >v -iry   :>f  glycerine by the open kettle 
met.-.oi refer to  the   unsufficiency  of saponifying kettles,  and spent lye 
receives =>  to «nsur,-  sever.I treatment. And washes. 

N.B.    -•!   technical report,  in regard of the  technology of glycerine recovery 
WBP expiaiiit'd during the  lectural  courses and edited  in Arabic at  the 
request   of  the Company;   where by,   trial run?"; in the plante were succesefuly 
carried out  which results are explained later on  . 

The stability of obtaining higher recovery of glycerine and respectively 
concentrated spent lyes is depending principally on the development of tho 
existing equipment,  in addition to a scheduled programme for permanent 
•pacified fatty materials formulations. 

Moreover,  it needs also a reorganization and supplementary additions of the 
soap processing kettles, and the coifficient spent lyes receiving tanks 
and circulating pumps. 

Those facts wero proved by the single experimental trial   run at each 
of the main soap factories, results of such arc shown in Table £. 

à 
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TABLE  8 

j&-jtiiMOON, EXPERim....L,  GLYCERINE RECOVERY 

(   INDUSTRIAL TBIúL RUN) 

GLYCERINE 
Theoretical content  in the treated fatty matter 

Glycerol 
Fatty Matter 

Fancv Tallow 

Coconut Oil 

Total 

Kgs. 

I280O 

Mia in 
%       ¡ Kgs. Fatty Mat. 

% ment 

9.846 1260.288 

52OOI2.85  I 411.200 

16.000 

•snsnsBBrw^sc: 

10.447   1671.488 

•sncasocscc 

5 

7.5 

GLYCERINE 
Recovered in the Spent Lyee 

Glycerine Spent Lse 
Treir   LyèAga—¿r~ lilyceroT 

Kr;B. 

5.5 

Saópinifi- 
cation. 

lat wash 

2nd wash 

Niger wash 

5000   I 12.15    1   60/.>X) 

Total 

4400 

5100 

5000 

I95OO 

8.61 

5.16 

4.229 

7.49 

378.841 

263.I60 

211.450 

1460.951 

conclusions: 

1. The total theoritical content of glycerine in the treated fat is 
1671.486 kgs. 

2. The total uncovered, spent lye is at 7.49* concentration 
19500 kgs. 

3. The total consent of glycerine in the recovered spent lyes. 
1460.951 

4. The effective efficiency of glycerine recovery in respect of 
the theoritical content in the treated fats. 87.7*. 
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N.B.    ..u  industrial  «ixporin;.->nfciil trial of same,  was dono at El-Haahid 
Soap Factory e.nd the samo r«. 6ultß wert obtainable. 

Conclunions:     The following technical data» for a perfect recovery of 
glycerin» are notified: 

1. Higher concentrated  glycerine spent  lyes should be  obtainable, by 
the  multiple  chemical  treatment possible and  the multiple  washes 
of the saponified mass. 

2. Accurate results,  of higher glycerine recovery over 98$ and concentrated 
lyes up to 50# of glycerine,   are obtainable  by the  developing of 
the  fat  chemical processing system to mechanical continuous ones. 

3. The recovery of high recolts of glyerince,  is considerably an economic 
factor  for reducing respectively the cost price in tho manufacture of 
soap. 

(2)      THE AUULI    CONTENT  IK THE GLYCEROL ¿PUNT LYES 

In the open kettle6  treatments a higher percentage of alkali is 
considerably found in the  glycerine spent lyes.    Such an exeesc  of alkalinity  is 
almostly liable  to a total  loss;  unless it  is r^qu^rat^d  by a  fatty acid 
neutralization system.    Whatever is the  sye+i.-ir- of   treatment  of   the alkalinity 
in excess,   we recognise  alec e  notati.    -   ^ of a  considerable amount  of  t'.i 
original glycerine  in the  concentrated iye.' 

In case of using a  counter current saponification sy.-tem,   the higher 
percentage of alkalinity  is naturally equilibrated  into the system. 

Meanwhile, by the use of the mechanical continuous saponification 
system, a negligable excess of alkalinity is found in the spent lye not 
exceeding O.P.   NaOH. 



CH^PTEH    VII. 

THE COSMETIC PREPüHATIONS 

Tho  ncmpany manufactures about  500 tons yearly  of   thi-et  different 
types  of  the  following cosmetic  preparations: - 

1. ¡LvIE  SHAMPOOS 2.    Sawiüü  CR&.MS DENT..L CREAMS 

In concern of the  production of hair shampoos,   two dif.erent 
specified  types are manufactured:- 

«.    Dry Hair Sha.npoo B.    Anti Dandroff.  fatty hair shampoo 

continuous investigatinne and  technical trials are always running 
for  the development of such preparations and better selectivity of   che 
different  chemicals and  ingredients. 

(1)    For  the production of dry hair shampoo,  useful oil and chemicals were 
recommended  in order to give better quality,  suiting the nominated specified 
properties.    The added materials has its direct softening and fattening on the 
dry hair. 

types. 
The existing prepared qualities of hair dhampoo are of tha clear liquid 

The developed types are of  the  s«mi-liquid lotion shampoo. 

I* has been already recommended that for the production of hair shampoos 
the choice depends on the desired physical form of the product, and the 
needed effect on the hair itself. 

Perfumes used in shampoos should all be dermatologically tested and in 
addition preservatives needed to be added ae anti fungi and yeaste grow 
in detergent solutions. 

All formulations should be made up to include perfume, cautiously in 
order not to effect, the viacoaity of the final product, however viscosity 
should be regulated. 

All other additions, dyes, preservatives, colouring «ateríais should 
be subjected to extensive storage tests as no hard and fast rule oan be 
laid down for the Interaction of the «loro constituents.   Further mors it is 
bast advisable to add a saall portion of a chelating agant (fc par cent or so) 
as tracua of iron may have an advarse affsct on additives specially dyes 
in atorag«. 
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It ia gen*r»lly auggeetod when formulating a specified hair shampoo 
th« following specified agenta should be regarded: 

!•    SOLIBILIZIWQ *QB»TS.  (in the liquid types) such as Butyl Alchohol, 
Ieopropylaicohol,ET^yl Alcohol^ Terpiaol, Pine oil, Diethyline Glycol, 
Diethyl Carbitol. 

2. SLQUESTERIMG AGENTS; 
Ethylene diaminet^7» acetic acid, which prevents formation of 
calcium magnesium and iron soaps, which causes turbidity to clear 
liquid shampoo. 

3. FINISHING AQENTC; 
Iaoprepyl niristate, Butyl Palpitate, mono and diethanolamide of the 
fatty acids, polyglycol steaxate, Glyceryl Stéarate, Synthetic 
Quae as Carboxy menthyl Cellulose, which should be continuously 
added in order not to leave films on the washed hair. 
Luryl Sarcoaine is an excellent finishing agent which gives a soft 
feel. 

N.B.    Finishing and conditioning agente are closely related to materials which 
brings moisture into the hair and reduce its brittleneee. 

Glycerol, propelene, Glycol, Sorbitol, help in retaining humidity 
and delay its evaporation and keep the hair much softer. 

Carbowaxes, and their stéarates, give better slip and body to hair. 

Fatty acid amidea iaptt surface aHp and aaoothneea. 

*».    THICKENING AQBNTB 
Natural gums, tragacanta, and locust bean, gums. 
Industrial gums, hydroxyethycellulose, methyleellulose, carboxy- 
methylcelluloee, polivinyl alcohol. 

5. FOAM BPTOER8. iJTO STAñlIIZER 
N.B. The noñionic letergunta oospounda are aeverely restricted because 
of its reversing «afecte in hair shampoos. 
The most suitable as a foam stabiliser is the DISTHANQLAMINS of 
lauryl acid. 

6. ACTIVITATOHS: 
fixture of two detergents is better than one, traces of free alcohols 
activiste and improve the shampoo properties of the ed^ylsUlphatee 

7. HttSaWATIBS 
Formaldehyde, methyl, propyl, butyl hydroxybenaoate, alkylsnisolee 
hydroxy quino line, dehydroocy quinoline, dehydroacetic acid salte, 
alkyl oresols. 
Beosntly the following preservatives are widely used! 
ohloroaalicyl aailides 
th* thiuras disulfides. 
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8. ANTIDANDITOFF AGENTS 
A tKêrapeutic shampoo based on: Selenium eulphido, whor» selsum ia 
sold only on medical pr«rwrafrjro», it is said to relieve sever 
itching dandruff. 

9. PEARLESCENT AGENTS 
Stable pearlescent lotion shampoo should have a visoosity of at 
3000 CP (centi poses) and not more. 
Too much increase of viscosity leads considerably to decrsaco and lin-i-jr 
lather effect. 
Pearlescence can be achieved by heating shampoo from 50-80C° 
then stirring in stearic acid and rino enlphate in equimolecular 
proportions, and fully neutralizing the product with the required 
amount of alkali. 

10. OPACIFIERS AGENTS 
In case of production of opaque shampoo the following opacifiers are 
recommended: 

1. Magnesium stéarate + Gum; addition of   0.% 
2. Lanolin »    ••   \-2& 
3. Glycol or Glyceryl laurate "     "   l-2# 

Generally, it should be notified that all viscosity regulaters, 
(thickening agents) where hydrocalloids natural and synthetic gums, are 
incorporated, these additives should not give too much rise to visoosity to 
the main product in cold climate or to runny preparations in hot weather, 
moreover must not influence the characteristic flow of the shampoo. 

| After drying hair there art- still reaiduals which after dry may give the 
impression of dandruff, by flaking with other igrediants. 

One of the most interesting features to be notified when experimenting 
for the production of a dry hair shampoo or a fatty hair shampoo, that the 
shape of a microscopic dry hair cell is genera My oval or long shaped. 
The contrary of the fatty hair cell, it is mostly uniformed in a circular round 
shape. 

On adding slight drops of castor oil or lanolin to the dryhair cell, 
it takes immédiat ly the round circular shape. 

In regarás of the experimented trials made at the cosmetic . section 
for the production of a specific dry hair lotion shampoo, castor oil addition 
gave the best results, and experimental trials are continued to formulate 
a specified antUdandroff fatty hair shampoo, by the addition of the suitable 
raw material, amongst of them reeorcine, selenium sulphide, methyl alcohol. 
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(2)      For the Production of tooth pastes, two types are actually manufactured 
and they are not too much different in the formulation. 

The existing formulation« are quite suitable unless a slight development for 
the easy removal of a film of stioky deposits after use. 

Different experimental trials have been suggested with the technical 
reoommendations whioh were previously negooiated with the teohnioal 
responsible of the ooametio seotion.    Meanwhile trials ooneidxably 
oontinued. 

The principle teohnioal data for the production of a first quality 
dental oreamB should be oincronised on definite oare of teeth by 
the use of a composition of oonvential tooth paste, from stand point of a well- 
balcr.jed mixture of cleansing (polishing) agents, and liquid components. 

The most important physical   characteristics of tooth pastes are homogenity 
and stability of the past« wh«n it has been pressed from the tub« espeoially 
on long-term storage stability. 

Convntial tooth pastes containing essentially the following componentes 

1. Thickness; whioh régulât« the viscosity of the final produot, and 
prevent separation of materials and ensure smoothness to the finished 
cream;suoh material« aret- 

CMC ( Carboxymethlcelluloae )     , Methycellulose, Sodium Alginate, 
Agar, Agar, the rate of addition is generally Y",   by weight. 

2. Hater : demineralised, filtered water. 

3*    Hi—o tant«; prevent drying out of oream«, the average use is up to A0£. 
Suoh materials arai- 

aiyoerine;    orbitol, propylene glycol, pino or admixture. 

4.    Préservât le« >    to prevent decomposition of binders and humectants 
r««ulting from bacterial actions, «uoh materials arej- 

Hydroxybensoio acid , Methylester . 
" " "      i ïthylester. 

The average addition of each i« up to 0.2$ . 
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5»    Polishing Agenta, to protect the tooth enamel,  it should not oontain 
COARSE PARTICLES, "ITH A HARMÜ3SS RATING 2-3 on MOH'e scale. 

Such materials DCP - DÏKYDRATE (Dicalcium phosphate, dehydrate)  and 
ohalk, of an average particles size measured by the andersen method is from 
12-16 microns, chalk must not be UBod more than 5-1°^i  related to the 
total amount of DCP - DYHYDRATE. 

- The addition of small quantities of trimagnesium phosphate,   it is 
possible to prevent reactions between the two polishing agents. 

- Very light precipitated chalk is also used as polishing agent. 

- Other polishing materials can be cautiously used, such as : 
tricalcium phosphate, calcium phosphate, aluminium hydroxide, 
calcium locate, magnesium oxide, magnesium oarbonate, precipitated 
silicas. 

N.B.    The Combination of insoluble sodium metaphosphate and tricalcium phosphate is 
the most effective polishing agent for the enamel surface« and has no ~~ 
abrasivo action. " "" 

Generally,  the addition of polishing abrasive materials should be 
minimized and kept as low as possible in the formulation. 

6. Perfumingt  is an important factor, the average addition is 0.5 - 1^; 
the addition of suoh compound affects generally the oonsistanoy of the 
paste.    In contrast of methyl salicylate (winter green oil), use of pepper- 
mint results in a slight reduotion in the viscosity of paste. 

Generally, viscosity colour stability and homogenity should be uonitored 

The storage tests are usually conducted for a period of about one 
year at 43 o° and for one month at a 5c°« 

7. Fowling Agents; should have the following advantagest- 

A. foam forming capacity whioh is hardly degraded by electrolytes. 

B. neutral in taste. 

The foam development in toothpaste, is reoonmended to be qualibrated with 
the needed cleansing power of deposited ingredients after us*. 

The foam is generally aohieved in toothpaste with small amounts 
up to 2j6. 

R.B.   Poaning agents have »ostly a liquifying effeot on the toothpaste mass. 
This effeot is atributad to a reduotion in the surfaoe tension. 
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8. Active Agents 

A • Remove Tartar 

- Sequestering substances, euch as sodium benzoate, 
- High molicular weight phosphates 
- Sodium metaphosphate, 
- Sodium Sulphoricinoleate 

B. Cleansing. Polishing and bacteriostatic effect 
- Potassium chlorate 
- Sodium perborate 
- Magnisium peroxide 
- Alcohol 
- Chloroform 
- (¿uanternary amoniura basis 

c'    CoPtroling Caries (Cavities) 

- Flurine Compounds 
- Bcrax 
- Sodvun laurylsarosinate 
- Glycocoll. 

D. Enzymes 

- Pepsin 
- Protease 
- Pancreatin 
- Lipase 

(3) Shaving Soap Cream 

For the existing production of shaving creams;  the company nanufdactures 
actually two types one of which containee a akin cooling substance. 

The lather property is in general quite normal, unless it is less dense 
and moderately unstable. 

The existing formulations include useful materials and the addition 
of IJf,  neutral sodium silicate made the lather less dense and unstable. 

The relat: »a in between the different components is not equaliberated 
on a technical acale, 

The total fatty matters content in the existing formulations is kl.% 
derided in between stearic acid 32X and coconut oil 9.5PÍ and no other active 
lathering materials are included. 

Thus, the influence of sodium silicate additive in addition to the 
formulas content of glicerine which ranges to 13JÉ affect the lathering 
properties. 
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Therefore, in order of making the necessary eque libérât ion between the 
different active materials different experimental trials were executed and 
the following explanatory facts are notified:- 

1. The best quality of a shaving cream is one which over a wide range 
of  temperature will not  change  in viscosity. 

2. The prestablized grade of stearic acid is recomnended, and not the 
ordinary grade. 

3. Addition of 1-2JÉ of lanolin,  is considered an effective emolient,  and 
its addition must be considerably subject to the percentage of glycerine 
added,  besides that any excess will naturally effect the added perfume. 

*+.    T..      .ilETHANOLAMInE LAURYL SULTHATK,   is recommended as a lather 
booster,  and stabilizer such addition must be governed and equaliberated by 
the addition of glycerine,  lanoline and the active  fatty matters. 

5. The addition of glycerine is recommended up to 15-J and should be 
technically linked to the active latherinc and fatening components. 

6. The preventation of incorporation or entrapment of air should 
not be entrapped in the finished cream,  if it 'appena it must be expelled. 

7. The  finished cream must be entirely freed from alkalinity, 
and should contain 1-W acidity as stearic acid. 

After receiving generally the different technical datas for the 
manufacture of higher grades of shaving cream, the following formulations 
were suggested: 
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Table 9 

Shaving Cream Soap Developed Formulation 

Raw Material 

Stearic acid - Tripple 
Pressed 

Coconut Oil 

Potassium Hydroxide 

Sodium Hydroxide 

Glyoerole 

Lanolin 

Cetyl alcohol 

Boric acid 

Neutral Sodica Silicate 

Preservative 

TRIETHANOLAhlNELUBYL 
SULPHATE (EMPICOL 
or such) 

Perfuse 

Water 

Total, 

Existing 
Formulation 

3I.96O 

9.640 

14.600 50# Koh 

1.450 yj}t> MtfiH, 

14.900 

O.5OO 

0.300 

1.000 

CUSO 

Suggested Developed Formulation 

1.000 

24.600 

100.000 

31.960 

9,640 ' 

14.600 5C# KOH i 

01.4fo 97.5* 
NaOH ! 

14.900 

OO.782 

OO.3I3 

00.860 

OO.050 

01.565 

1.000 

22.880 

100.000 

29.600 

10.000 

lft.820    39.4# KOH 

1.600   ¡># N OH 
b 

13.J» 

0.920 

0.360 

1.000 

0.050 

•(,26 
l.f 

1.000 

22.030 

100.000 

N.B.    ronaulations water balance: 

1. Existing Foraulatioc 

2. Suggested Foraulation A. 

3. "        "   B. 

Added Included 

7.3>4 

Total 

24.600 31.934 

22.880 8.100 30.98 ì 

22.030 12.100 34.1Ì0 
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CHAFfER    VIH. 

TECBKICYL PERSONNEL TRAINING 

The tt;. hrifAl   ntnff,   in  ill  the concerned manufacturing sections are 
respectively in need of  supplementary technical knowledge  in the different 
technical lines of production.     They are rather below the number of 
personnel needed  for tbf.   o-r'nuouB technical controlling of the different 
technolocies and routine   pic;,lems. 

Moreover, an    additional administratives and accounting works, besides thG 
supplementary daily meetings for  other sectors,   tend  to decrease their 
efficiency,  and the delay  of solving the technical involved problems. 

The technical staff depend generally on the ongoing existing procedures 
which were  imitated   and collected from the previous routine work, without 
serious interference or  changes  in the deep technology of the different 
industrializations. 

Despite the  r,nl • i aous assorted technical assistance of the general 
management in all directions;  still the  technicians cannot easily oarry  out 
the necessary complete research works needed for the continuous development 
of products. 

Technical references and recent reviews,  in the technology of soap and 
cosmetics  industries are not sufficient, although the  company is aotually 
with the suggestions of supporting the library with such prints. 

Suggestions,  concerning the recommended centre of  training, were eineronlied 
on the A.C.T.I.M in Taris (THE INTERNATIONAL FRENCH TECHNICAL COOPERATION 
ASSOCIATION),  where academic courses are offered, besides the different technical 
training assistance  ;-.. the fields of industries. 

It has already been cleared,  to both the IRAt¿I Company and the French part, 
that the financial participation for occuring such training, will be on the 
Company's unless ii  there will be any other financial participation cTfTrëd" 
by the frenen partf   This will be cleared""after receiving the explanatory 
answer to our correspondence, already sent to the commercial French Counsellor 
in Baghdad, with whom we are négociâting auch matter. 
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Therefore recommendations in concern  of the technical  personnel 
training were suggested as follow:- 

1-    Technical  training is essential  for both the senior and recent 
academic  technical  staff. 

2. A start of training courses abroad, has to be arranged for a 
period of at least, three months, in the fields of soap and cosmetic 
industries. 

3. Number of  technical personnel suggested for abroad  training are 
at   least  six of the specialized technical  staff  of 5 years  experience. 
Another group could be respectively repeated for another year. 

*+.    Internal  local training for the  recent  technicians and staff of 
formans could be  arranged and managed by   the trainees of  the  first  group. 

5. Training should  include academic   courses,  and technical  industrial 
assistance   in the  different fields of industries. 

6. The  manufacturing sections should be supplied sufficiently with the 
suitable apparatus  for the quality control purposes, and possibly pilot 
plants for  the different  industries. 

N.B.: 

1. Exchange of négociations,  with the French Commercial Counsellor 
in concern  of training matter, subject to  our letter dated 27.3.I978, 
addressed to the French Counsellor in Baghdad, with a copy to the 
Vegetable Oil Co., The Resident Representative of UNDP in 
Baghdad and the Industrial Operation Division, UNIDO, Vienna 

2. As a part  of participation in the  personnel training,  a personal 
special technical scheduled programme in the different soap and cosmetic 
technologies was remitted,  negociated in several lectural courses,  and 
edited in the Aiabic language, at the request of the company;  copies 
of each have already been delivered to UNIDO in Baghdad,  under disposals. 

3. Training of only staff of formans;   it has been recoomended that 
such staff could begin an exchange of technology through the Egyptian 
Salt and Soda Company, one of the oldest advanced oriental comapnies, 
where they find their technical needs in all directions. 



1.    The^h^s i cal ji^t ur e_ jrpecif i_j_a t ions : 

a.    colour b.       odour        c.     softness. 

2*    The Physical Technical Propprti»« 

15 •    I!l?^-££Lc_ll^£££Ífic¿tions 

a. completion of saponification. 

b. Fatty acid  content   in neat BORp i„ ,elHtion with electrolytc.r 

C*    lili? aíÍd  COníent  in the neat eoaP ln relation with the 
chemxeal specifications of the treated  fatty trials 

*•.    The palmetic and  stearic balanr«  ir,  fv,^.  r¿     •< 
to th. det.rgency power! flMl *r0<iuct "ith ««J»"' 

5. Soap, raw materials for both laundry M toilet types! 

••    fatty matterà      b. .Itali.,      0. additives. 

6. AppDled «thois  for treating and purifying fatt, raw ateríala. 

''   ÎSu1tl!o„::th0dS f0r trMtÍ"S *"" PUrifïi°« ^• «"• Tin« 

2-    I^nl.Tof thl fat' cn^Ldlr?.^ -»-«1-tl- "lue and 

" SssS---"325Ä —"--S3S2T- 
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IV. 

The 

1. 

2. 

3. 

<•. 

5. 

Tne 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Applied Chemical Industrial Soap Methods 

The normal open soap kettles method. 

The developed open soap kettles,   combined treatment method. 

The  continuous centrifugal force method. 

The  continuous,  with special self  fitting treatment- MAZZONI METHOD. 

The continuous combined fitting - ALFALAVAL.METHOD. 

Modern Methods for Finishing, Cooling and Drying Soap 

The continuous method for  finishing the laundry soap,  in respect 
of adjusting,  the  fatty acid content. 

The continuous method for finishing the toUet soap. 

Additives needed to final soap product:- 

The 

1. 

a. 

3. 

k. 

5. 

(a) additives for laundry products. 

(b) " «    toilet '• 

Wrapping and  casing the different  soap types. 

different Technical aspects in the manufacture of Soap 

Technical aspects in the open kettle saponification metuoá 

The technology of pan soap washing and séparation of spent lye. 

Technical reviews on the strengthening operation. 

" "       "      "    fitting operation 

The technical method of obtaining a concentrated glycerin« soap lye. 



VI. '   Study on the Techno-Economy of the Soap Industry,  including 

1. Recovery of glycerine and alkali  from spent  lyes. 

2. Treatment of  fatty materials,  with  the minimum losses while 
treated;  bleached and saponified. 

3. Total fatty acid content  in the  finished product 

k.    Useful economic additives to toilet  soaps,  for the  fixation and 
elevation of the boiling range of perfumes. 

5. Drying and eristalization changes  in the finished soap,  from 
the technical and economical sides. 

6. Economy of materials in the soap finishing process. 

7. Selecting and purifying salt  solution,  in relation to machineries 
safety and the manufacture of pure unspotted soap qualify. 

VII.    Technical Useful abstracts including the following tables: 

Table 1.    Glycerides of soap fatty materials included with the 
respectively theoretical contents of glycerol. 

Table 2.    Saturated and unsaturated fats. 

Table 3.    Glycerine content in commercial fatty materials. 

Table k.    Practical guide for the consumption of alkali in the 
saponification of different fatty materials. 

Table 5.    The respective hardness number of the different fatty matterò. 
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A -     LJ6t of References and    Technical  in 
Manulacturee: 

!.    IMI' 

(1) The American Soap Makers Guide, New York. 

(2) Soap Making,   by R.L. Datta 
Publisher  of Soap,  Perfumery  and Cosmetics,  London 

(5)    OLEAGENEUX:   by  the Higher Institute  of Fatty Materials, PariS 

(M    The SPC    (Soap perfumery and   cosmetica), Year Book,  London 

(5) Soap Manufacture, by George Hurst, London 

(6) Cosmetics,   Science and Technology,  by Editor,   Edward Sacarin, 
Interscience,   Publishers INC New York. 

by R.K. GattefoBLe, 

(8)    Formulatire De  Perfumerie,   by Rene Cerbeland et P. Velon, Paris 

(7)    Formulaire De Perfumerie,  el do   r>;;m« » i ;  ^i e 
Firirdot and Co., Paris I 

B. (PERSONAL)  Arabic  Edited Lectures,   submitted at  the  request of the 
General Company  of Vegetable Oils,  Baghdad,  in the Technology of 
the Soap Industry„ 

C. (PERSONAL)    Arabic  Technical  Reports,   concerning the  different 
experimental trial runs lor the  developments of glycerine recovery at  the 
main factories. 

D. (PERSONAL)  Arabic  reports,  concerning the  studies on the  transportation  and 
atoraginf  capacity of the fatty raw material in relation with the 
productivity of soap in the company. 

E. Copies of the correspondence with the French Counsellor  in respect of 
training, six of the acadomic staff in France. 

N.B. All the upmentioned edited Arabic reports, and correspondence 
are submitted at UNIDO, Baghdad under disposal. 
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I.    DEVELOPraSNT OF THE CTEKjr.i.T._fif¿P PROCESSINGJBYSTEK 

jligher Recovery ax_ Oljuarine (as by product) 

The  following table - A  shows the effectively  recovered  glyeerine 
from the treated  fatty  materials for the production of toilet and 
laundry soape by  the existing open kettle system on the  years 1°75 
1976,  1977 respectively. ' 

TABLÜ    A 

YEAR EFFECTIVE PRODUCTION OF SOAPS 

1975 

1976 

1977 

Toilet Soap 
TONS 

960J 

7909 

7653 

Laundry Soap 
TONS 

9637 

1^373 

1^+966 

EFFECTIVE 
RECOVERED GLY- 
CERINE 

TONS 

67.186 

136.712 

168.87 

The following Tabla B ahowa tha différant fatty materials treated for 
the production of tha different types of soapa, during the same period 
1975, 1976, and 1977. 
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The  following notes have  to be considered:- 

1. Production of soap on 1975 is the  tota]  production of the three  factories ; 
El-Rashid,  El-Mamoon and El-Amin. 

2. Production of soap on 1976 and 1977 is the total production of the two 
main factories only,  El-Rashid and El-Mamoon. 

3. The productivity of  soap at El-Amin Factory depends mostly  on the use 
of  the nonglycerides  fatty materials;   therefore no recovery of  glycerine 
is considerably regarded. 

i*.    The glycerine content in the fancy tallow treated for the  production of 
toilet soap grade  is considered 9.8^6$ based on 5,'éMilJL content 
(Moisture,  impurity and  uneaponiftables). 

5. The glycerine content  in the fancy tallow or palm oil  treated for the 
production of laundry soap types  is considered 9.31956, based  on 1056 miu. 
content. 

6. The glycerine content in the coconutoil is considered 12.8956,  based on 
7.5# miu,  content. 

7. The laundry fatty materials were  considerably treated as a mixture 
of 25$ glycerid« and 7556 acid oils (of nonglyeerides). 

The following Table C,  shows comparatively the efficiency of  glycerine 
recovery by both treatments of the existing open kettle, and the continuous 
chemical systems. 

TABLE C. 

Year 
of 

Production 

Open Kettles           : Continuous               Efficiency 
Existing system       recommended           | of recovery 

Recovery Losses 

Glycerine Effect 
tively recovered 

Tons 

system glycerine 
recoverable 

Tons 

(existing 
system) 

* 
Tons   To Thoo- 

ritical 
% 

1975 

1976 

1977 

67.186 

136.712 

168.087 

680.333 

915.^59 

899.608 

9.87 

1^.93 

16.68 

ó^.l'*?   90.13 

778.747   85.07 

731.521   81.32 

Conclusions:    Asuning the reouperated losses of glycerine is sold for 300 ID 
(IRAyl DINARS) per ton and normally weighting the return of each soap type 
by its fat contents, naturally a considerable decrease in the cost price of 
soap is regarded. 
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( 2 )    Higher Concentration of Glicerine in Spent U«s 

The concentration of  plvcerine spent  lyes recovered bv 
the  existing    chemical successive treatments ranges  between 
5-7$;  and even sometimes ranpes to 3%, meanwhile,  the 
concentration of  plvcerine  spent lyes which are recovered by 
the  mechanical continuous  system ranges between 22-30$. 

The wide difference  in average between the two systems which 
is  20%,  means higher requirements of chemical treatments, 
besides the higher consumption of steam and power for the 
evaporation of huge quantitites of water,  while treated and distilled. 

The following table -D shows comparatively the evaporated 
water of the treated effectively recovered glyeerine spent lyes 
in 1975/1976, and 1977 respectively. 

TABLE D 

Glycerine Récupérât 
ed 

Existing 
.Glycerine Spent Lyes 
kettle svstem       Reco 

Cone' of 
plvcerine 

6% 

Water to be 
evaporated 

tons 

>mme"ncied 
Continuous Svstem 

Concen. 
pivce. 

of water to 
be e va DO 

rated 
tons 

1119. 8 tona 

2278.5    " 

2801.5    " 

1052.6 

2141.8 

2633.4 

256.2 tons 

252.8      " 

646.5      H 

18o.no 

389.10 

478.40 

Concluí lone:    The huge difference of the water to  be evaporated, 
moans a higher consumption of steam and power; considering, that 
the BOTA.LPT   of steam, at 7 atmospheric pressure (7 kps/cm«), 
is 100 K cal/ktg.). 

(3)   Rtdussd keati of Sodi ma t*Ydr«Ud« 
Usually alkaline solutions are prepared and fed openly into 

the kettles' system in a volumetric method; whereby the continuous 
system, the alkaline solutions of 50 BE',  are fed accurately bv 
a special set of proportion»ters, and treatments are runnlnp in a 
closed circuit. 

The following table E.   shows comparatively the  losses of 
alkalv in both, the kettles' and continuous evíteme,  for one ton of 
fatty materials, treated for a toilet soap production. 
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(k)     lower Costings in Labour 

The  following table  F,   shows the working hours and   labour 
costs for the production of "2 tons of soap dailv. 

¡Dail" 
soap 
Production No. 

of 
Kettlei 

Table F. 

Open Kettles Svatem      Dailv     Mechanical contip- 
1   Soap       UOU8 System 

Working      Labour       :   Produo-        Labour 
hours    j-Shifts 

Soap 
Makers tants 

Operators  Assis 
, t,flpts 

fts           tion    Work-Shifts-$ 
Assis- in? Hrs.  

(*)   h?dug,ed stream cpnsunpUoq 

The following table G shows the needed steam for the 
chemical production of 72 tons of neat soap by both the kettle 
and continuous systems. 

Daily ' 
Production ¡ 

.     . .   .   .  TablE 0 

Open faule System Mechanical Continuous Svatem 

K-cal Steam 
Kgs, 

K.cal Steam 
Krs. 

72 tons 2Ö7074Ö0 51263 

1 
60/f0000 lodoo 

N.B. 

3) 
M 
5) 

Steam pressure at 7 Kg/cm . 
lkg of steam,  is of 660 k.cal (enthalpy), condensate 

at 100 C°. 
lkg of steam has a heat of 560 k.cal (kilo calory). 

specific heat of soap is 0.65. 
specific heat of glycerine lve is 0.55 

Ref.    Thermal Engineering data book. 

'-    Soap manufacture,  by BAILEY 
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DEVELOPMENT IN  THE MANUFACTURE OK TOILET SOAP 
(1)     ^treatments  of  fatty mater^f 

^•n•%alr?udV mentioned  in the original report,   the  imported  fancv 

r• f?'   ref*ned>   deodorized  and bleached to be freed compieteli 
of coïour3?P    aSûnt fatty 0d0UrS  and  kept at the  «tanda^ decree 

losses 5
Uo? ÏÎ!armfrtS  aïe COSty'   in addition to a  considerable s 01   the fattv matters. 

rM.Jîi6  su^rested supplementary treatments,   by the  use of  sodium 
chloride concentrated  solutions,  pave  practically    industrially 
%Trtlnp  reSUltSr'  meanwhile  actually different toilet  soíP

Y 

ÏÎÎSÎSV• man!ífactured without any odour defects,  and the 
method is  now adopted  in the  two main factories. 

the  exisMn/^H0^ table:  we Sh2W the  comParative  balance  between tne  existing and the  surrested methods  of treatments:- 

 Table H 

Old Exited. Method Suggested Actual Ket.hnr) 

1)     Chemical Refining „w*?-. 1) Treatment ; boilinr with a 
concentrated salt solution., 
with a very nepligabl.e loss 
not exceeding 0.1$. 

A. Refined Fat 
B. Soap stock  (refi-J-o- 
with1?^  *   l50?of F.F.A. ) witn the use of sodium 
hvdrocide,  depending on the 
acidity of fat.   (generally 
with a loss not less that 5%). 

2) S^ísf' aut0^lave treatment    2)   Bleaching,  autoclave treat. 
with tne normal loss of fat ment with the normal loss 

of fat. 

3) Deodorization, autoclave -    > 
treatment at H0° or more. 
with a considerable loss _¡   . 
of the volatile fatty acids. 
(generally not less than 5%) .    . 

N.B.    In some cases the deodorised fat,  Hives a darker red 
colour than its original bleached ones,  because of any 
contaminated organic, albumine deposits which are easily 
f&rrí?* ïv th«J

hi«'h«r tempratures, thus rebleaching is* 
effectively needed. 



(2)     SUPER FIXATION OF TOE  PËRFUHINR  PROPERTIES.   IN  THE TOILET 
SOFA  PRODUCTION 

The following Table I shows comparatively, the reducing 
costs in the perfuming of 1000 kgs of toilet soap industrial 
trial at El-Mamoon Soap Factory 

Table I 

Treated 

Dry 
Noddles 

1000 

Existing Production 
Nomai Additives jPerfu- 

èìUL 

Sodium 
silicate 

kgs 

gnesiurc 
sulphate 

kgs 

4.500 1.650 

mes 
Kr s 

í.gsted supplementary t_r^_. i.ient 
prlement^rv additives ;er- 

;Boric ' fumee- 
acid   krs 
kps  ! 

12.500 

tearic 
Acid 

kgs 

Tetro 
lium 
.ielly 
kgs 

 ¡ 1 :  
3.120        4.6Ö0!   1.2on¡   10.O' 

III. DEVELOPMENTS  IN THE FORMULATION OF   SYNTHETIC  DETERGENT POLDER 

N.B.     Please  refer to the economical  studw;   (supplementär", 
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT)  attached v.ith  the  ^raft terminal   renort,   1st 
part,   submitted on May  197". 

IV. RESEARCH VJORKS ON THF,   KARMA.,  CIL 

An oil sample of harmal oil has been experimented as a 
promising new vegetable extracted oil from a wild Iraqi riant 
under the name  (BEííANUK HARÍIALA). 

The oil was  tested from the soap making point of view,  ani 
a  sample was analysed bv both the faculty of pharmacy and the 
company's control laboratories, and pave the following specifica- 
tions: 

(1) Plant oil content,   (Extracted) 

(2) Oil  Analysis     %  the Faculty of Pharmac.s 

Saponification value 
Iodine number 
Unsaponlfiables 
Free fatty acids 
Titre 
unsaponlfiables 
Glycerides of:  linoleic acid 
PaImetic acid 
Stearic acid 
Oleic acid 
Linolenic acid 
Colour:    Dark green,  yellowish. 

11-18* 

132 
112 

2.5* 

7.5* 
56« 
6* 

1. '- .i 
.1] 
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(3)    Soap AnalYBlB    (alkaline, alcoholic, saponification) 
1.V Elrramoon Laboratory 

Total fatty matters 6ß it 
Unsaponifiables Nii 
Alcohol insolubles n oÂ* 
Water insolubles ¡¡il 
Free Nftoh 0#l6g 

N.B.    The neat soap was repeatedly washed by a concentrated 
brine solution. 

^>     Tha respective  harass  number 

- The I.N.S. Value  (saponification value * Iodine 
number        a      70.0 

- The H.N.   (hardness number)   ((Titre x 3.7^    + 70)  . Irf6.7 

•SQnglwlonflr 

1. The oil is of the unsaturated oils group     /<*» 
2. Its respective degree of hardness (H.N.) make it suitable 

alone for the production of hard laundry soap. * 
3. Sufficiently suitable by blending onlv in a laundrv fatty 

charge up to 30*, dependine on the specifications of the 
other blended fatty materials, which formulation should rive 
a respectiva hardness number over 263 degrees. 

i* ef8l}v uaed for th* Production of industrial soft soaps. 
5. Should be tested to Toxicity before any industrialisation 
o. Productivity from the economical side, should be estimated 

after having the exact cost price of the extracted oil 






